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INTRODUCTION 
In August, 1959, Pacific Marine Station became an 
active participant in the California Co-operative Oceanic 
Fisheries Investigations (O.c.o.F.I.). The program began in 
1949 as an investigation of factors that might be associated 
with the disappearance of the California Sardine. Since 
that time, the general scope and purpose has broadened, and 
new information about the coastal water of California has 
been obta:i.ned. irJith each passing year, more information is 
being gathered and put to use. Participation in this pro-
gram by Pacific 1\llarine Station has consisted of taking 
monthly oceanographic observations near the head of Bodega 
Submarine Canyon, twenty-five miles \'lest of Bodega. Along 
with routine plank~on tows taken for the o.c.o.F.I. program, 
another tow was taken which was retained at Pacific Marine 
Station., }4,rom the latter, I have ·taken the material for ·the 
following report. 
Chaetognaths were present in every tow, in varying 
numbers and species. One species in particular was thought 
to be out o£ place in our. tows (this was recently described 
as a new species by Alvarfno, 1962). This paper is a dis~ 
cussion of the ohaetognaths obtained in the tows over a 
fourteen-month period, and their relations to water move• 
menta in the vicinity of the sampling station. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW 
Martin Slabber, A Dutchman, is credited with the first 
finding of an arrowworm, or Sagitta1• In 1820, William 
Scoresby gave two illustrations of arrowworms, in a book 
about whaling, indicating they were whale food, but without 
giving further details. In 1827, Quoy and Gaimard re-dis-
covered the arrowworms and gave the name Sagitta bipungtata 
to the organism (Burfield, 1927). Darwin, in 1844, gave the 
first accurate account of the action of the seizing jaws and 
was the first to notice the smaller teeth. In 1$44, Leuck• 
art created the order Ohaetognathi (preferred term, Chaetog-
natha) which had two genera, Sagitta Slabber and Spadella 
Langerhans (Hyman, 1959). A third genus, Krohnia, later 
changed to Eukrohnia by Ritter•Zahony in 1909, was added by 
Langerhans in 1880 (Burfield, 1927). The year 18$0 also saw 
the large contribution by Hartwig on the anatomy. development, 
and taxonomy of the Chaetognaths, Hartwig (1880) listed two 
genera.: and thirteen species, twenty-seven of them belonging 
· ~here appears to be some confusion as to the e~act 
date, Hyman (1959), Beauchamp (1960), and Kramp (1918).·in 
the text of their papers, give the date as 1768; however, 
Beauchamp and Kramp do not reference any paper by Slabber. 
Kram~ \1918) doe, indtcate some rtf.ere~ce to Slabbe.r's p~per 
of 1775. Hyman \1959) and Bieri l959J give the smne re~er-
ence but use different dates! 17 9 and 1778 respectively, Hert~ig •1880) and Burfield ( 927) list the date as 1775 and 
give the same reference,. This review is based principally 
on Hyman (1959), which see for citation references not 
available to the author. 
j 
J 
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to S,f);gitt~. Thomson (1947) listed nine genera and thirty .. 
seven species, twenty-five of them belonging to Sagitta.. 
2 
At present, there are nine genera and fifty•three species, 
of which thirty""nine are assigned to Sagitta.· This is a 
nebulous situation, because various authors do not agree on 
synonymy and the validity of. species and with each new 
publication there is usually a change in the number of spe-
c.ies. llertwig (1880) was already aware of the synonymy 
diff':tculties and believed that more species would be found .. 
The workers of .the 19th .century were primarily inter• 
ested in the development 1 systematics, and affinities of the 
chaetognatl.•1s, They were moved from one posttion to another 
and allied to. practically· every phylum. Slabber first 
placed them in the Lc:nnean group, Intestine.~ an ox·der of 
Vermes (Hyman, 1959) • Other authors placed them here, there, 
and everywhere, and allied them with Annelids, or with 
Molluscs, Coelenterates, Arthropods» Nematodes, Phoronida, 
Ectoprocta, Brachiopoda, or Prochordates. Their affinities 
are still unsettled. Hyman (1959) says there is some accept-
ance of' Lameere t s theory that the Chaetognaths are most 
nearly related to the brachiopods, but is inclined herself 
toward MacBride's view that the chaetognaths were an early 
off•shoot of the primitive Bilateria. 
As the 20th century began, papers by Fowler {1905.·06, 
., 
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-07); Michael (1908,•11,-13,•19); and Ritter-Zahony (1909, 
•10; -11) appeared, dealing; with the ecology, ve:rti cal and 
horizontal distribution, and taxonomy of arrowworms. Hut it 
was not until 1928 that 1\f!eek (1928) pointed out that Sagitta 
elegans andSagitt~ setosa could be indicators of water 
masses around Enr~land. Since 1928, the use of certain 
ohaetognaths as indicators of water movements has been 
established by various authors; ~.n particular, Russell 
{1932-39); Fraser (1952) Bieri (1959); and Furnestin (195?). 
However, the use of pelagic organisms as possible indicators 
was suggested by A. Agassiz in 1883. 
Sverdrup et al (1946, p. 143) defined a water mass, giv-
it real meaning. With a mass of water defined, in the 
oceanographit~ sense, it was then possible to correlate holo• 
pe1agic2 animals with their watery environment, thus giving 
bi.ological indicators to certain water masses. Chaetognaths 
are not the only organisms used in indicator studies. 
Johnson (1956) worked with copepods; Graham and Bronikovsky 
(1944) used the diatom Cer~~iHm; Haffner (1952), bathype-
lagic fish of the genus Qbaufiodus; Boden et al (1955) 
euphausiids; and McGowan (1960), the aberrant worm Poeobius. 
Jl"raser ( 1952) rnakes the statement, •••• "it has now been 
2 As defined by Ekman (1953, P• 312). 
l~ 
established that various species of Chaetognatha are associ-
ated 'lrJith a more or less specific hydrographical env:i.ronment, 
making the group one of the foremost o£ biological indica• 
tors.n 
' j
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X·JiETHODS AND PROCEDUHE 
Once a month, Pacific Marine Station charters a boat 
from Bodega Bay to collect oceanographic data. at a station 
approximately twenty•five miles off shore. The boat is a 
commercial fishing boat, forty.nine feet long, powered by a 
diesel engine with a speed of about seven knots. The cap• 
tain is Bill Smith and the engineer is Ed Smith. The boat 
(Smith Brothers #l) puts out to sea at about 0500 and takes 
three and a half hours to arrive on station. Upon arriving 
on station, drift bottles are placed overboard. A bathy• 
thermograph (BT) east is taken, followed by a hydrographic 
(hydro) cast. Two plankton tows are made, the second tow 
prov:i.ding material for study at Pacific Marine Station. 'l'he 
hydro and a•r data is sent to Scripps Institute of' Oceano• 
graphy for processing and the information is returned to 
Pacific Marine Station. 
lt was intended that the oceanographic observations 
would be over deep water at the edge of the continental 
shelf. ~rhe closest deep water is located over Bodega Canyon 
(Fig. 1). In relation to water masses (Fig. 2), Bodega 
Canyon is situated near tha Eastern North Pacific Central 
Water, very close to the Pacific Subarctic Water and in the 
Transition Region. Table I gives the station information 
and the number of chaetognaths collected. Figure 3 gives 
the vertical salinity profiles for the months data was 
1 
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collected. 
The plankton tows are qualitative oblique tows from the 
surface to various depths. The depths are assumed maximum 
depths, computed from the sine of the wire angle times the 
nwnber of meters of wire out. A later testing of this 
' 
method, using a depth gauge, Showed it to be nearly correct. 
During the tow, the attempt was made to maintain a wire 
angle of 45 , but this varied, due to wind velocities and/or 
currant movements. 
1rhe dimensions of the plankton net used in this study 
w~ as follows; length, 2.4 meters; diameter, 0.45 meters; 
size of mesh,.lS per inch; aperture of mesh• 1.2 millimeters. 
'l'he last 26 centimeters o:r the net was ~t; bolting silk• mesh 
66 per inch, aperture,0.28 millimeters. The net was attached 
about 3 meters from the end o.t' the cable, which was weighted. 
The weight placed on the end of the cable varied £:rom 25 
pounds to ;o pounds, depending upon weather conditions. 
While the tow was under way, the speed was reduced to one and 
a half knots.. The net was lowered at 50 mete:t•s per minute, 
towed for 30 seconds at depth• and then hauled in at about 
20 meters per minute. When the net reached the boat, the 
sides were washed down~ the bottle was brought aboard and 
detached,. Enough water \'las decanted to allow a small volume 
o£ formaldehyde to be poured into the bottle to make the 
mixture about five per cent. After a station label \'las 
l 
l 
' 
-- --~
added, the bottle \fas capped for further analysis in the 
laboratory. 
7 
In the labt'>ratory, the sample was poured into a glass 
tray. . 'i'he obvious animals \'fere sorted out directly. After 
the larger and most obvious ~ninmls \'iere sorted, finer sort• 
ing was continued under a binocular microscope. 
'rhe chaetognaths wt~re sorted separately and then placed 
in a amaller.dish, identified and counted. The original 
tnixture o£ sea water and formalin was used while examining 
them. This was to prevent the lateral walls of the animal 
from collapsing a.nd. beeomi~g biconcave • th11s obscur·ing the . 
major portion or the mnte~ior and po$terior,f1ns. 
In some cases, staining was employed to bring out 
details which otherwise were difficult to see. A solution 
of iodine and potassium iodide was used in some cases to 
stain the jaws and anterior and posterior teeth, staining 
for only a few minutes (Pieree, 1951). Another stain to 
show external teatur$e more clearly 1$ simple and easy to 
use. A one per cent Methylene blue, described by Fowler 
(l90S),will bring out the body form for identification pur-
poses. Both these stains wi.ll wash out when the organisms 
are returned to i"ormalin, and they can then be kept for 
further study if desirable • 
' -- ---- -- ----~ '1! 
I 
IDENTIFICATION AND 'J.IERMINOI.OGY 
The ohaetognaths, or arrowworms, are pelagic animals of. 
relati.vely small size, with a straight, slender body, shaped 
somewhat like a tor·pedo" 'rhere is e. definite anterior end 
'lrrith a well-developed head. The body has out•fold:tngs of 
ectoderm \'\1hich form one or two ~ir of lateral fins on ea.ch 
side of the body. In addition to the J.ateralf'ina, there is 
a caudal fin. .'fhe fins usually have fine supporti11g rays• 
At the posterior end of the body, there is a caudal segment 
or ta:tL. The tail io .set o££ from the trunk by a transverse 
septum. The ta1.l segment t1Bually oomprlses bett.zecn one per 
cent to twenty-five per cent of the total body length. The 
head has a pair of eyes ( usu~ll.y pigmented}. On each side. of 
the head, there are a number of grasping spines or hooks,. or 
.1altls •. There are also t-v·ro pair (in two gene~a there it~ only 
one pair) of smaJ.ler teeth, the anterior teeth and the 
posterior teeth. The number of hooks• anterior, ard poster• 
:i.or teeth constitute what is sometimes termed the armature 
formula. The armature formula of various species is of some 
value for classification, but there is a great degree of 
variab:U.ity and over-lap between :JSpecies and within each 
' . •' ' 
species~ The present author does not consider the. armature 
to. be a major taxonomic character, although it is used by 
so~e workers. However, in young specimens it is of some 
9 
value., due to the absence of seminal vesicles and ovaries., 
It is difficult to count the hooks and teeth accurately~ and 
this must be done with the microscope for all except the 
largest species. The hooks should be counted from the dorsal 
view to ensure that the young hooks are not missed. l'he dor-
sal view should also be used to count the posterior teeth, 
while the ventral view is best for the anterior teeth. 
Since the teeth follow the curvature of the head, it is 
sometimes very difficult to be sure all the teeth have been 
counted. A deep•well slide will do for the smaller speci• 
mens, .otherwise a mount should be made of the head. 
On the ventral surface of the ~nimal, there· is a nerve 
ganglion (ventral ganglion). The position of the anterior 
fins in relation to the ventral ganglion is of taxonomic 
value. The position of the fins is stable and can be used 
in the young a.s well as the adults for classification. 
The chaetognaths are protandric hermaphrodites; the 
ovaries, located in the trunk segment, mature later than the 
testes, which are located on the tail segment. 'l'he mature 
seminal vesicles (also on the tail se~nent) in adults are of 
extreme importance as a diagnostic characteristic. 'Fhree 
groups of species have been recognized according to the 
degree of prota.ndry ('thomson~ 1947). One group has marked 
prota.ndry, the second group has very slight p:rotandry, and 
the last group is markedly protandric, but is thought to 
~ 
~ 
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10 
have t~o reproductive periods. 
Several methods o£ classifying the stages of maturity 
have been proposed. Each method is basically; the same, 
depending upon the condition of teStf3S and. ovaries. Various 
authors who have pr.oposed.a method are: Kramp (1917~1939); 
, . r; 
Thomson (1947); r~aure (1953); David (1955); and Colman (1959). 
In this paper, I have adopted Colman's method of classifying 
•• 1. \ 
the maturity stages. as follows! 
Stage 0: Neither testes nor ovaries is visible under X 100 
magnification. 
Stage 1;' Test~es visible, but no sperm-balls or spermatozoa 
, free in ta1.1 coelom; o"\taries visible but very small. 
Stage 2: Tail filled with spermatozoa, ovaries developing 
but eggs small. 
Stage 3: Tail empty, ovaries further developed, wtth some 
eggs larger than others; some eggs may· be full size. 
Stage 4; •rail empty; all eggs full-sized; in some casest 
probably because of damage, many eggs are freein 
the trunk coelom. . 
In the discuss~on of the . ~p~pies, the term "fills the 
body cavity"., referring to the ova.r1es 0 means that the ovar• 
ies, w~en viewed from a dorsal or ventral posi.tion, fill the 
body cavit.y, and does not refer to th'#C.length of the ovary. 
. The· species of chaetognaths ·are very s:lmilar and ditf'i• 
cult to :l.dentify. Several authors (Hitter ... zahony, 1911; 
Michael, 1908,-11,-19; Thomst?n, 1947; Fraser, 1952,-57; 
Furnestin, 1957; Sund• 1959a) have published keys, but the 
use of' the keys is difficult and, unless the specimen is 
' i 
---------- --~ 
j 
i 
-- -- - ~ 
mature or well-preserved, :i.dentification may be misleading. 
l?raser (1952) has a brief but concise description of some 
species the.t is useful for identification. 
11 
Fowler (1906} and Michael (1908) discuss the characters 
used in classification. Among these characters a.re the 
ovaries, th(dr length, width, number and a:r•rangement of ova. 
but, as the ovaries are the lr.1st to develop, only fully 
mature individuals are useful, which for some species may be 
r.::u?e,. Sexual m~.:~turity is also import~a.nt if the seminal· 
vesicles are to be used. A mature seminal vesicle is diag-
nostic, but nay be exceedingly difficult to find. Alva'rino 
(1961) stat.es that she examined 6o.ooo specimens and found 
only about a dozen :mature individuals. rrhe fins, on well• 
preserved indiv:i.duals, are very useful. 'rhe position, size, 
shape 1 and \'\fhether or not they have rays are very important. 
The tail segment • as a per cent of total length (excluding 
caudal fin) and the comparative s:lze and shape of the head 
are also used,. Ho\1/~wer, preserved individuals shrink with 
time (David, 1955), and some discretion should be used in 
measuring specimens that have been stored a long time 1 or o£ 
specimens that are obviously contracted. 
'l'he author is of the opinion that the head armature is 
one o!' the characters that roa.y be useful, but", as already 
mentioned, there is a good chance for counting error, even by 
the most careful worker. As Tesch ( 1950) pointed out for the 
' ~ 
i 
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pteropods, the radtila is a good character for generic pur• 
poses, but is relatively useless for specific determination. 
1rhis seems to apply to the head armature in some species of' 
cha.etognaths. Tha.t is, the head armature is a useful generic 
character, but, for species determination, the position of 
the anterior fins in relation to the ventral ganglion and' 
the. posterior fins (\'lith the other characters) are the most 
useful. 
l 
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Gl~NERAJ., HYDROGUAPHIC CONDITIONS) 
The water which lies adjacent to the coast of California 
is generally known as the California Current, which is part 
of the Transition.water Mass, The California Current is 
thought to be an extension of the Aleutian Current. It is a 
wide, slow moving; and meandering current• with a pool'ly 
defined western boundary, and no clearly definable beginning 
or end points. The pattern of movement is complex and the 
' 
characteristics (both physical and biological) are as 
varied ·and changeable as the current itself. Most of the 
data conoerning,th~ Califo~nia· coast is from south of Point 
Conception, Ce.li£orni.a~ although Skogsberg (19.36) studied 
the hydrograpby·of Monterey Bay, California. Data from the 
northern part of the current is sparse at the present time,. 
'· 
Skogsberg (19.36) describes the Cali.fornia·ourrent as 
having three characteristic periods during the year. The 
first is the Oceanic Period, the second is the Counter Cur• 
rent Period, and the third is the Period of Upwelling. Each 
of these periods has certain characte:riatics which vary at 
different locations along the coast from year to year. It 
should be pointed out that the discussion refers to the 
)Based upon Sverdrup. Johnson, and Fleming (1946); 
Reidt Roden, and Wyllie (1958); and Reid (1960). 
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. waters of the upper 200 meters, BelovJ! ·~hfs 200 meter 1a yer, 
it is beli.eved that tbare is a counter current \'thich flows 
northward along the coast fr>om Baja Callfornia. :to some point 
north of Cape Nendocino. It is supposed to bring warm sal-
ine water· northward th.a t is mixed with colder northern water 
and finally loses its identity in upwelling. This counter 
current is supposed to occur·· throughout the year. It is 
about 200-300 meters thick and brings Ec1uatorial type water 
(Reid, 1960), which is low in o2• If this is the case~ then 
some warm water plankton species would be expected to occur 
in the samples off no:rthe rn Califom ia. 
Aron (1960) has drawn T-S curves for several of hia 
stations, proceeding from north to south in the California 
Current. His figures show a gradual decrease of subarctic 
water toward the south and a.n increase of temperature and 
salinity towards the Pacific F;quatorial water type. 
The Ooegnic Period. 
~?his period usually occurs in the late summer., from 
August to mid ... Novembe:r, During this period, tl:e current is 
f'lO\\fing to the south, bringing with it some subarctic water. 
~'he amount of subarctic water trJhich is not mixed depends 
upon how far south the observations are made. This is the 
time of highest temperatures of the year and the salinities 
are the rnost uniform. 
____ , ___ ------ --i 
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~ Count,er Current Period. 
This period follows the Oceanic Period.· 'l'ha Californ:i.a 
oui+errt weakens and shlfts westward, W'1ilc near shore a 
northward flo-vV"lng current develops. This counter· current is 
coming .from the so11'lih and as it moves north\vard it br1.n.gs 
water of high uniform temperature e.nd high salinity, :rela• 
ti v-e to the area \'lhex·e the observations are taken at arry 
particular time. 'rhe uppel~ layer of 't'iater is homogenous and 
about fifty meters thick.· As this water moves farther north-
ward, it also gradually loses its :i.dent1.ty. There is some 
'luestion as to the extent of this counter current. Some 
people think that the current stops at Point Conception and 
any count.er current north of' Point Conception is independent 
of the countel:" cu:r:rent south of the point. At any rate, 
there is a \JOtmter current (which is sometimes referred to 
as the DavidBon Cul:'rent) during mid""'Novant er and lasting 
until. about mid-Ii'ebruary • The occurrence of this current is 
usually explained as the :resul·t ·.of changes in the direction 
a:nd veloci·ty of the wind. 
'~he UewelJ,ing Per·iod. 
, 'fhis is a confused pflriod with local dl.::rturbances and 
eddj~eth It is generally thought that ·there is intense 
upwellin~ between about 35 N. and 41 N. '!'hie period lasts 
from mid-F'ebruary to August and is characterized by low 
temperatures and low salinities, and isolated areas of 
---------- --I 
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differences. thmally, ·as $.result, there is a cold area 
near the coast, which extends from the Columbia. River·to 
16 
Point Conception. This· phenomenon is an exception .. to the 
generali 'by that t as one moves closer to t l'Je equator • the 
temperature :i.s increased. The process of ttpwelling has been 
explained a.s caused by ·the prevailing northwest winds which 
blow parallel to the coo. st. This results in a seaward shift· 
ing of surface water to the right of the wind movement and a 
consequent :rising up of deeper water towards the surface 
near. shore to fill thc1 gap. 
At any time during these three pe:rit)ds, which may vary 
in ·time and duration from year to year, t.here may be local 
conditions that will. be different than the expected. J.,ocal 
eddies or tongues of "t'lfater may move about, depending upon 
general weather conditions. Along the coast, there is con• 
stant mixing and altering of the properties of the \'rater 
masses cor1tribu'f11ng. to t~e Ca,lifornia Current; it would be 
:r.are indeed to .fii\(\ e: watier t.YP~~ in attpuren ste:te in the 
;,' 
California Current or 'rransitional Wa.ter Mass •. 
- --··-·---~ 
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SYSTl~MATIC ACCOUNT 
Sagi. tt.§l rngcro,CGE,hala Fowler 1905 
... · . .· Plate II~ I11igure C 
Only one specimen of' this species was captured, on Novem-
ber 2$t 1960. ~rhis unique species is ~~asy to recognize by 
its excessively l.;A.rge head• long tail segment, and short 
anter1.or fin, wldch i a removed from the ventral ganglion. 
TABLE I 
Length 
(mm~) 
'l'ai1 
(1.~ of length) 
Hooks 
10-11 
~t'eeth 
Anterior Posterior 
4 11 
Stage. 
0 
§.• ... Jllacr:Q .. qE!pha.l~ is typically a deep-living form; with 
tbe. main populat:Lon concentr·ated below 500 meters (Bieri, 
1959) • On t;he date of capture of the singl(i individual, the 
net fished. the deepeat> (assumed depth) it had ever gone down, 
420 meters. However, the specimen taken was imrr~ture, and 
although it may be oonsider1:;d to have been captured at a. 
rellil.t;,~ely shallow depth, it is known for oome species that 
·, . ~ ··,~ {.' . ..1:·' ,., 
the Y:~i'\t1g occur at greater depths (Alvarino, 1962) • §.~ m?;Cl"2:" 
~~· . I 
cephal-~· :is one of ·the two species of ohaetognaths in which 
mature individuals have a red-pigmented. gut. rrhe immature 
specimen caught showed no signs o£ pigmentation. 
David (l958a) giv~s the distribution as widespread but 
sparse in all deep oceans. He further gives the vertical 
distribution o£ the specimens ~ examined and all o£ them 
i 
I 
1 
were taken be:Lo~:J 750 meters. It may be assumed that the 
la:rger breeding indiVlduals of §.• )T~aCr9ceEhala are present, 
but we:re beyond the limits which the net is fishing. or that 
they were swimming a-vuay from the small net and. avoided cap .. 
tUPe. 
9ag,i,tt? ~ll.IA~r~tioa Alvarino 1961 
Plate I, lt,j.gur e /1 
1$ 
'l'he body is almost transparent and nearly uniform in 
width, tapering a1i the lu~ad and tail. The gut in my spec:i.-
mena is a. thin t1hi t~.~ l:tne extend il'lg; from the head to anus. 
1:'here :ts no intestinal diverticulum. The neck region :i.s not 
well-marked except. thc'lt there is a cellarette present which 
can be seen on aJ.l of the preserved specimens. The antm"1.or 
fins bE;~gin about th:r.ee•quar·ters of a ganglion length beh1.nd 
the poste :d.o:r end of the ventral ganglion. The anterior 
portion of the fins is narrow,· becoming bronder toward the 
posterior end of ·the fins~ 11'he anterior f:tns are completely 
rayed. 'rhe distanoe between th~f poster .. lor end of the anterior 
... 
; ,. 
f:t;n a.nd the poste:rior fins is nearly the same distance as the 
anterior £ins are from the ventral ganglion. About two-thirds 
of the anterior end of the posterior fins are on the trunk 1 
with 1~he, w:i.dest portion of the fins beh:i.nd the level of the 
tail 'septtmt. The posterior fins are completely :rayed. The 
ovar:i .. es are short when mature, .filling the body cavity und 
extending to two-thirds of the anterior. end of the posterior 
~ 
--.--1 i 
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3 
fins.. 'l"here are. numerous small ova with no apparent arrange ... 
ment., The seminal vesicles are in contact with both the 
postel'ior. fins and the caudal fin. The mature seminal 
Ve&icle is illustrated by Alvarit1o.(l961). 
Hooks 11eeth 
Anter.ior Posterior 
12-13 
11 
10 
11-12 
12 
12 
11 
ll 
10 
9-10 
10 
ll 
10 
12 
10 
9-10 
10 
9 
10 
Stage 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
0 
ga.git~. ~neritica occurred in evet-y tow, although it 
was not common. This was to be expected. Its distribution 
is listed by Alvarirto (l961) as neritic along the California 
coast and from the uppet- layers. This is the same distribu.-
t,ion ~hat Bieri (1959) states for the species h~ called .§.. 
friderici and which Al V9:rino considers the same as !• euner ... 
itica. Fr•om 'table :r:r,, it can be seen that the distribution of 
-. j · the specimens in my samples agrees with Alvarino's findings; 
i 
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the farther away from thE3 ooaat. the !'ewer the number of 
specimens, and the deeper the net fished, o:r the shorter the 
time the net fished in the upper 'layers, the tewe:r the num-
ber of §ftsttt& eooltiUG!• The September• 19!59, tow is a 
oatJe in point, when over 3p00 specimens were captured.. 
3 
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Sagitta enf1atg Grassi 1881 · · 
· Plate II , Figure A 
The body is transparent, widest just in front of the 
anteriOI' fins and tapering tov1ard head and tail. There is ·a 
pronounced constriction at the tail septum and a constriction 
at the neck, which is usually evid~nt. There is. no intesti• 
nal di verticulurn. The anterior £ins are narrow and removed 
;from the ventral ganglion by at least the length of the 
anterior fins. The postarior fins are rounded and slightly 
larger than the anterior fins, and about two-thirds of the 
posterior fins are on the trunk. The posterior fins do not 
reach the seminal vesicles. The caudal fin reaches the semi· 
nal vesicles (Furnestin, 1957, P• 215). The ovaries are a 
short and narrow, not filling the body cavity. 
TAB14E III 
Length Tail Hooks Teeth (mm.) (%of length) Anterior Posterior 
l4.l. 16.2 11..-.10 6 9-10 
13.5 17.0 9 ~ 9 10.8 17.6 9·10 9 10.0 16,0 10 ; 6(?) 8.6 18.6 ...... 
""' .. 
Stage 
3 
3 
.3 
l 
0 
The occurrence of these five individuals is or special 
interest because !· enfla ta is considered a tropical warm 
water form, oceanic, neritic, and epipelagic, The Atlantic 
distribution is described as 40"N. and 40°S, by Heydorn 
(1959). According to Bieri (1959), the Pacific distribution 
------ --- -J 
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is. between 40 °N. and 40° S • · However • the 40~~ N. is for the 
Western· North Pacific, while in the I!;astern North Pacific 
the limi~s appear to be 30~ N, along the continental abel£ 
22 
0 
and · J 5 N, ntore of .f shore. Thus , the · oc cttrrenc e of' these five 
indi-viduals is an e;)!:tension of the Ea.atern North ·Pacific 
'6 
limits to 38 N .. The specimens were also obtained in water 
considerably colder than previous r~cords. Heydorn (1959), 
. ., 
referl'ing to the South Atlantic• gives 14.0 c. as the .mini.,. 
mum· ·ternpera.tur(~ and explains that this temperature was almost 
' ' 
2'"higlu~r than the yearly average. ·He then postulates an 
influx of' warm water from the Aguhas Current into tJ:u~ cold 
' "\:'' 
Benguela Current, the warmer water bringing with it Sagitta. 
' ,, '~ 
. ·an£iata. For the l?aoifio• rJt:t.chael ( 1911) gives a temperature 
of 15.5°0. as the minimum temperatu:t"e for ~. anflata~ For 
the five indiv~$liua.ls;;: our net captured, the surface tempera• 
ture .was 12.5° c., gradually decreasing to ll•O oc. at 95 
meters, decreasing further to 9.46 0. at 168 meters. Since 
the ,plankton tow W6ts an 1"blique tow, too depth and tempera• 
, ' 
tur'e or capture cannot be de£1.nitely established. However, 
the surface temperature was ) 0 0. lass than the minimum 
temperature recorded by :t<lichael, and 1.56 c. leas than that 
recorded by Beydom. · 
As already pointed out, the California Current weakens 
during tba months of November through the middle of February 
.3 
d 
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and th:e counter current from the south becomes stronger. 
: ' ,, 
Duri.ng the time of t~e counter c'1rrent, there. :ta a. general 
rise of .temperature and salinity. As is shown in .F~gure 3; 
there .is a rise in the temperature, and Figure 4 shows a 
r~s~ in salinity .i.n tm month o£ December. Therefore~ it is 
assumed. tm t the presence or £tta.,g~tt.,! en~;!_at! in the Deca,mber 
tow is related to the inf'l ux or. warm water during the counter 
current period, Whether this.warm water has come from the 
s()uth or f'.rom the west cannot be definitely stated a.t the 
present time. It is known 'bhat the counter current was in 
effect 01.t the time, On Decembet 21, 1959, twelve drift 
bott~es were released and two of them were recovered. One 
bottle was recovered in Oregon arid the other bottle was 
recovered near the California-Oregon boz>der. However, the 
warm water of the counter ourrent could have come .from 
ei,tber the south or from the west. .§.. ~nflata occurs both 
in the south and to the west, but its greatest density is to 
the west, in the Eastern North Pacific Central Water. It is 
therefore suspected that §.• e.nfl§!'lf.a has come from. the west, 
along with the warm T.iater. This view is supported. by an 
increase in number of .§.. lll~nimg and !• bierii• which are 
more common further offshore than at our station. This 
aspect will be discussed more fully under the respective 
species. 
' -· -- ----i 
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§!ls(~~t:\ .peJC;p.~erg d' Orbigny 1843 . · 
Plate Ill• F'igure 0 
This is one of the largest species of ohaetog~aths, 
~e~~uring up to 90 millimeters in length (Ritter·Z~hony, 
1911) • The body is transparent and widest about the level. 
' . . ' 
of the anterior fins, with very· little tapering toward the 
' ' 
tail and head. The gut is usually straight and. shows as a 
~ ' o ' • • ' I 1 
fine line in the body. There is no intestinal diverticulum. 
rrhe anterior fins are removed from the ventral ganglion by 
at least the length of the ganglion, The anterior fins are 
short and slightly rounded, being widest about the middle, 
There is a.n inner rayless zone close to the body. The 
posterior fins are triangular and widest at the tail septum. 
As with the anterior fins, there is a narrow rayless zone 
close to the body in the posterior £ins. Both the caudal 
and posterior fins are removed from the seminal vesicles, 
but the caudal fin is closer to the seminal vesicles. There 
:ts no speci.men 5.n my collection with mature seminal vesicles; 
they are described as rou.nded knobs by Fraser ( 1952), and· . · 
Michael illustrates them (J 911, Fig. 44h The ovaries are 
narrow, not filling the body cavity, and, when mature, reach 
the neck region (F•raser~ 1952) • '· rrhe anterior and posterior 
teeth in this species are o£ interest. There are very few 
teeth in some individuals and in some of' the' older (more 
mature) ones• the teeth can be completely missing (rJI:i.cmel, 
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1919). · The anteriox· teeth are unique in shape, long and thin 
(Furnestin, 1959, Fig. 81), 
TABLE IV 
Length Tail Hooks· Teeth Stage 
(mm.) (1& or length) Anter:tor Posterior 
58.9 20.4 5 3 3 2 
21.4 22.9 9 3 3 0 
Only two specimens occurred in the samples; both are 
.from the November, 1959,_ tow.- These speoimEms were not 
measured until some six months after capture and Bieri (pers• 
ona~, c9mmunica.tion) says that large specimens may shrink up 
to tWefltY per cent in three to six months time after, pre• 
serving. This has in4u~e~ an error in the body measurements. 
S,~gi tta hexap~era is considered to be an oceanic and 
neritic warm water species (Fowler, 1906; Hida, 1957; Bieri, 
1959; Tokioka, 1959) • David (1958) reports that it• hexa:a-
~~r~ does have the ability to tolerate some cold water, and 
Bieri (personal communication) says he has a record of .§.. 
ll,exa,pt~rq occul"ring off tho Columbia River, Oregon. Accord• 
ing to Sverdrup, et al (l9lt6), the temperatUl"e range for the 
year near the Columbia River is 10'0. to l5,Cn The pres .... 
ence of ~~~ · gex{:\"Qtet.'i. in my samples is therefore not unusual •. 
However, in the fourteen months of sampling, only two indi""' 
' ! . 
vidual a were taken, both '1.n tli e same tow • at the time the 
counter current was in effect. But the capture of only two 
--- --- --1 
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individuals 1nay not be an indication of the actual abundance 
of. ~g:iJit,~ hexaetera pr.esent, as Tokioka (1959) has observed 
that ~· heX§ptera can avoid small nets• . A larger net may 
give a clearer picture of the relative abundance of the 
larger and mox•e powe:rt£uJ.; ewim.ming species present. 
§agity~ mtn!rqp. Grassi . . . 
. Plate II) Figure .B 
· .§.• m~ntma is a s'mal:l slender species. 'fh$ b:ody is tdd• 
es·t .about the level of the po'sterior fins, tape:rli.ng· gradually 
toward the head and tail. There is. a const:t10ietion at the 
' ' ·, .~;· ' } l '· j 
tail septum• The neck is 'riot well-marked t:1nd there is an 
intestinal diverticulum, 'but. this structure is dif.f:tcult to 
observe in my specimens.- The anteriol" fins are narrow, com-
pletely rayless, and removed .from the ventral ganglion by one 
to one and a half ganglion lengths. The poste:rtor fins are 
removed !:rom the sem~.nal vesicles and about two-thirds of the 
fins are on the trunk. The rays are perpendicular to the 
body, a character unique to !• N;nima, The ovaries are club• 
shaped and • when ma.tur'~'_;' extend to about two thirds' the 
length .of the posterior fins. There ar$ £our to nine large 
ova in a single row, which fill the body cavity- in the mature 
ovary. The seminal vesicles are in contact· with the caudal 
fin and. a.t'e relatively long and narrow. 
The general appearance o£ .§..• l{lj.n~rq§ is very much like a 
young §.. elegana, The species lnay be distinguished from each 
~ ' . ' '· l ,'··' ,. 
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other almost 'lr1i th the unaided eye: Q.ae:J.:tt.§. m!n!!J.!! is mature 
at a. much smaller size and will show signs of ovary develop-
ment; §.~ ~lagan§ does not mature until it reaches a size of 
about fifteen millimeters; §.. e.lE!gans has the anterior fins 
rayed and the pos·terior fins do not have perpendicular rays 
as in s. 
-
minima. 
TABLE V 
Length· ·rail Hooks Teeth Stage {mm,) (% of length) Anterior Posterior 
10.2 17.6 8 4 10 4 9.8 18.4 g 4 9 4 9.6 18.5 7 4 9 4 9.; 1g.o 7 :3 7 4 9.2 16.3 7 4 8 4 (~. 7· 19.1 7 4 8 l~ 8.6 18.lt 7 4 10 4· e.; 18,1~ 7 J. 7 4 8.4 17.4 7 3 7 4 a.J 20 •. 5 .6 3 9 4 8.1 16.7 7 4 7 3 e.o· 19.3 7 2 5 4 7.9 . 21.3 6 4 9' J . ?.7 17.7 7 ·.1 7 3 
'7 .6 19•5 7 3 7 3 
. '1.5. 18.4 7 4 9 2 
. '6,2 17.5 t5 4 11 1 6.1 22,6 6 3 6 1 
s. 
-
m~.nima is generally considered to be mesopela.gic, 
occurring between 100-.300 meters and is most aoundant in 
areas where water masses mix, or over the continental shelf 
' (Bieri• 1959; Pierce, 1953; Hida, 1957). Sund and Renner 
( 1959) in their distribution chart, show the greatest dens::tty 
of 2,. minima in an area of upwelling. Pierce (195.3) says 
1 
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that ~agii~ minima is most abundant at the edge of the con-
tinental shelf in the Western North Atlantic. .§.• minima has 
its greatest abundance in cool, nutrient-rich waterst and 
its distribution is very similar to that of.§.. bierii, 
which will be discussed later. My specimens of S. l'rtinima 
have been col.lected .from the edge of the continental shelf, 
in cool water as, as already mentioned, an area ot mixing 
and upwelling. 
p•rom Table A, it can be seen that !• minima is not one 
of the more abundant species in the tows. However, one tac .. 
tor influencing this is the size of the net aperture (1.2 
millimeters); undoubtedlY; some of the population is slip• 
ping through the net, as well as some other small species. 
This view is supported when the number o£ §.• minima is com-
pared with the number of individuals of .§.• bierii, which has 
a similar distribution. Bieri (personal communication) 
states that ~. minima does not have its greatest density 
until about forty miles offshore and, according to Bieri 
(1959), there should be 250•1,000 individuals per 1,000 
cubic meters of water filtered with the net. The number of 
!• minima per 1,000 cubic meters filtered in our tows would 
be about t\~enty to thirty throughout most o£ the year. How-
ever, during the counter current period, the number of !• 
minima increased sharply. In November of 1959 and of 1960, 
there was a definite rise in number of specimens collected; 
l 
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this is thought to occur• with the influx of water from the 
west when the counter current is in effect. It can also be 
noted that Sagitta bi.er!i has its greatest. increase when .§,. 
m!nima increases and that both of these species have similar 
dis.tributions. !• .enflat§, as already mentioned, is associ-
ated with the increas$ in number of ~· ~!gima and !• 91!tit 
and the influx of the warmer, more saline waters from the 
i 
west. However, it should be kept in mind that, due to the 
large size of the aperture of the netl part of the popula• 
tion of ~· minim! may have escaped~ 
Sagitt~ bierii .Alvarino 1961 
Plate !~ Figure B 
!!• bietti was reoen:tly named by Alvarino ( 1961) and 
was referred to as Sagit~@: sp. by Bieri (1959) when he dis• 
cussed the distribution of the species. 
1'he species cloa~ly r•esembl.es §.• deaipiens in .general 
appearance, although~· bie~~t ia more opaque and rigid. 
'Phere is a. very small collarette on the side of the head 
just anterior t.o the neck. There ia no intestinal di vertictl-
l'um. The body is widest about the la::rt two•thirds of the 
~runk, gradually ta,pering to the head and the tail. The 
anter,.or fins begin at the level of' the posterior end of the 
ventral ganglion. They are very narrow anteriorly, but 
widen posteriorly, and are widest just before the posterior 
end. The anterior fins are completely rayed. 11here is a. 
' l 
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short gap between the anterior end of the posterior fins and 
the posterior end of the ant$rior fins, Th'e posterior fins . 
are narrow anteriorly and gradually increase in width to the 
posterior, becoming widest just behind the level of the tail 
septum. The seminal vesicles are also in contact with the 
caudal fin. (For a complete· description of the seminal. 
vesicles of Sagit~~ bierii and related forms. see Furnestin, 
1957;· Alvarino. 1961) • The ovaries, when mature, reach about 
to the level of the posterior end of the anterior fins. or 
extend one-third of the way up the anterior fins. The ova 
are in a single row, with about twenty-eight to fifty-two 
eggs in a mature ovary• The ovaries do not fill the body 
cavity, but are narrow tubes. The ovaries did not begin to 
develop in my specimens until the animal reached a length of 
about lP~5 millimeters. Alvarino (1961) says that in colder 
water the. popula~~on gr0ws to a larger size on the average, 
Th:t.s appears to be true of my specimens. The largest indi• 
vidual is larger than that recorded by Alvarino. I also 
agree with her statement that 1• · bier~i, as well as others 
of the "serra¥bdentlat;a" g¥oup~ ' desel"V~S species l"ank. It 1 s 
apparent . that Sund (·1961}'·1$ ;of the same opinion, 
J < 
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'!'ABLE V,l 
Length 'rail Ho~~~. · Teeth . .. S;tage 
· (mm.) (% of length) ···Anterior Posterior 
6 
6 
'7 
'~i 
6 
6' 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 .·· .. 
'6 
7. 6' 
6 6 ' 
6 
7 
A 
6 
6 
6 
6 
,6 
6' 
7 
'A 
7 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
5 
7 
(Damaged) 
7 
7 
7. 
7 
6 
6' 
. ' z 
8 
7 
7 
T 
6 
7 
6 
'6 ' ,., 
7 
6 
6 
1 6 
6 
6 
i 
~ 
7 
& 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
5 
4 
3 
2 
.3 
14 
16 
15 
16 
ia 
16 
'' 15 
15 
'16'' 
16 
16 
16 
16 
i~ 
16 
16 
14 lS 
t~ 
14 
12 
13 
12 
14 14 
· ia· 
10 
9 
8 
8' 
7 
9 
7 ; 
3 ; 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
. .3 
.:r 
3· 
'.3 
J .. 
.3 
,· 3 
., . 
. ' 3 
.3 
4 
3 
2 
.3 
2 
' .l 
1 
'2. 
l 
2 
1 
,, 1 
·o 
l 
1 
1 
'l 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
·0 
0 
~~l~.tt.?.;; 'higrii is the second most abundant species in 
the .samples. Bieri (1959) states that the distribution is. 
very much like that of &· minima, being most abundant in 
32 
areas of n~ix:tng water. Al~rariilo (1961) says the distribution 
' ' ' < 
is in areas of mixing, being most. abundant 100 to 500 miles 
. .. . . ', 
off' shore. This would mean that our station is on the in• 
shor:e side of the main population~ As wit.h §.• minima, when 
the :counter current begins~ or is in progress; there is an 
It. is also when s. bierri 
.,.... IIIIOUI;:t~Cb:U*A (lsi 
and ~,g,. minima have increased in numbers that other species, 
which have their main distribution in the North Eastern 
Pac~fio Central \\Tater, make their only appearance in our 
samples. It apJ>ears that when !• minima and §.. b!!r:~i are 
morE? abundant or have increa·sed their numbers in the samples, 
there is an influx of waters from the North Eastern Pacific Central 
Cen~ral Water in the vicinity of our station. 
: §,. decipiens, in gen.eral appearance, looks very nmch 
lik~ !• bierii. 1!• deciPi§n.§, as described by Fot-Jler (1905), 
is .transparent* • but my ape cimena were almost as opaque as S. 
bie.rii; and Alvarino (1961) says that .§.. bi,erit, becomes more 
opaque in northern waters. It would thus appear t~hat the 
transparency or opaqueness of an animal might depend upon 
the geographical location of the sample and also the length 
~ 
l 
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of time pres~rved and type of.' prese:rvati ve used.'· 
The body is widest about the region of the mature 
ovaries, 'tapering to the head and tail. There is a small 
colla:rette which in most specimens is worn away and, even 
when present, may be overlooked• · There is a readily visible 
intestinal dive:rtioulunt. The anterior fins start at the 
level of the posterior end of the ventral ganglion. They 
are very· narrow anteriorly and widen toward the posterior, 
and are widest just before the termination. There is a 
small gap between the posterior end of the anterior fins and 
the anterior end of the posterior f'i ns ~ The posterior f:l ns 
are narrow ant eriorly 1 grad~:q.K.becoming broader and widest 
about the level of the tail. $.~~·~:dm. 9t' <l:U~~) behind the tail 
septum. The posterior fins have a small. :rayless zone begin~· 
ning at the level of the tail septum and extending forward a 
sho:t't·distance. The anterior £ins have a very small rayless 
area. at the anterior end. ··The seminal vesicles are removed 
from both the posterior .fins and the caudal f:tn, · The IDt'!.tu:::·& 
ovaries extend to about the posterior end of the anteri.or 
fins or slightly f'arthe:r.. There are about thirty to forty 
large ova in a mature ovary. 
The above description applies to the species described 
by rrokioka ( 1959) as ~agi tta neode9ipiens. 'l'he dif'£erenoes 
as described by Tokioka, between tht1 two :~pecie St are. the 
position of the seminal vesicle a i.n relation to the posterior 
~ 
J 
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fins and t be size of the eye and eye pigment., ,Tokioka gives 
measurements for these two characters to distinguish between 
S~eJ:tta, ~n~oded.p_i.en§ 'and s. decipi~:ns as follows: 
fh l'l..ii?~deciEienJa• 
Length of pigment/ .length of eye X 100 is 2$.6 to 44.1, 
with an average of 40.2, based on seven measurementrh 
Seminal vesi/cles: di. stan .. o.e between the posterior f'in and 
the vesicle distance between the ·vesicle and the caudal 
f:tn, 0.29 to 2,oa. and 1.12 on an average based on 
thirty-three measurements. · 
J!. ~eciJ2:len! 
Length of' pigment/ len&th of eye X 100 is 49•3 to 61~12, 
with an average of 55•7• 
Seminal vesj.cltu 4.83 to 8.75, and 7.21 on an average. 
For the specimens in my collection of 2.• 11eode.gipiens, 
the eye to eye pigment and seminal vesicle position, respec ... 
tively, based on twenty ... threa measurements are: 25.0 to .50.1, 
with an average of 35.9; and 0,18 i~o 1.52, vJith an average of 
o.s6. 
'!'hese differences appear to be real. However, the 
measurements in the present mat•;)rial extend the ran:ge as 
tha-t; listed by Tokioka and there is some overlap in the eye 
to eye pigment measuranent of ~. 1\~0decipiens and !• gec~:e­
iens • There- is a greater ·difference in the smrinal vesicle 
measurements bett-Jeen the two species and this may be a good 
cbilracter between species, thus the shape of the seminal 
vesicles would be better as a distinguishing character than 
~ 
~ 
-------- -l 
l 
------ I 
the posi·tion of the seminal vesicles. It is conceivable 
that the eye to eye pigment ratio is within the limit.s of 
variation and that the position of the seminal v.esicles in 
relation to the posterior fins and the caudal fin 1s just 
relative to the amount of shrinkage that has occurred in 
given individuals. 
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Tokioka made his description from a .few animals that 
'Were colla cted in the same tows with Sagit,ta ,decipie.n§~ In 
:fact:, .§.. dec~u~en~ was present in every haul in which {!~ q~o­
de~i~iens was present, except one. Further, !• n~ogeciRiens 
was found only in what Tokioka te:nned ttbedoti water".. Since 
none of the other species associated with ttbedoti water" 
were found in my samples and the east•west distribution of 
this water ia not continuous in the North Pacific, it would 
be very difficult to explain the presence of i• neodecipiens 
if it were present in my samples. 
l 
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TABLE VII 
Length Tail Hooks Teeth Stage 
(mm~l (% of length) . Anterior Posterior · 
16.0 28.1 6 g 18 l~o 
15.8 24.1 I 8 i~ 4 15.5 25.2 9 4 15.1 27.8 6 8-9 18 3 14.6 26;7 6 9 18 '3 
14.4 .30.6 6 9 16-17 3 
144.3 25.2 6 7·8 15 3 
14.0 27.9 7 ~ 14 3 1.3.9 25.5 6 14' 2 
13 .; 27.9 6 9 14 3 12.9 ' 27.0 6 7 ii :2 12.6 24.0 7 9 2 
12.5. 26.6 ·1 9 14' 2 10.9' 24.8 6 9 13 l 
.10.5 27.9 7 :8 14 0' 
10.4 26.4 7 6 11 ... 12 0 
9.1 2!).8 7 8 13 1 8~9 27.6 7 g 14 1 8.7 25.9 7 ·8 12 0 s·.; 25.9 6 e 14 0 
8.1 24.8 6 6 12 0 
Si,f&i.tt§. decieieg,s is the mos t abundant animal in my 
' 
samples. It occurred in every tow except one, and 'Chat one 
was a ta-1 £rom the upper t~ater layer; thus, it appears that 
!• decipiens is mesopelagic. 
Sagitt~ sorigpgae Alvarino 1962 
Plate III; Figure B. 
,.., 
This is another reoent~y described species by Alvarino. 
The body is transparent and ia similar to i• lyra and !• 
maxima in general appearance. The body is widest a bout the 
., 
mid-length of the trunk, tapering to the head and tail, 
There is a colla rette, which di atinguishes this species from 
j 
~ 
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Sag,;itt,a 1;r.:r_s and 11• tf!.{\X1.rt,!~· There is no intestinal diverti-
cula and the neck is slightly marked o Tho anterior fins 
begin about a gangl1.on length· to the posterior of the ventral 
ganglion and are continuous with the posterior fins. The 
anterior fins are long, the posterior end having a greater 
width, forming an obtuse angle. It is only the posterior 
portion of the fins which are rayed, and this only partially. 
The posterior f'lns, as already mentioned, are confluent \'lith 
the anterior fins. About three-fourths of the posterior 
fins are on the .trunk and the greatest width of the fins ts 
in front of th~1 t.ail septum. The fins form an obtuse angle 
at their greatest ld. dth. The posterior f:i.ns ar~~ only par• 
tially rayed, the inside part rayless. The fins are not in 
contact with the seminal vesicles, but are very close to them. 
The caudal fin is not in contact with the seminal vesicles. 
There is a sharp constriction at the tail septum and the 
tail appears to be more rounded than in other species. The 
seminal vesicles, when mature, are round knobs which extend 
laterally. They are very noticeable to the unaided eye when 
mature. The ovaries are long thin columns wh:i.ch extend 
beyond the anterior fin in fully mature individuals. The 
eggs are small and appear to be without order in the ovary. 
' 
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TABLE VIli 
'!'ail Hooks ·Teeth Length Stage (mm.) (% of length) Anterior Posterior 
so.o 10.0 9 4 a 2 
45.3 11.7 8 4 8 2 
42•0 11.9 9 4 8 2 
41.7 12.2 9 4 g 2 
40•7 10.3 9 4 a 2 
.38.5 10.6 '9 ·.3 7 2 
.30.-0 13.6 10 4 8 2 
24.4 lJ.l 11 4 7 2 
24•1 15.3 11-12 4 a 2 
21.7 14.2 11-12 4 8 2 
21.0 1).·8 12 4 5 l 
20.:3. 15•8. ll-12 4 4 l H~.·l 16.0 12 3 4 0 
17.0 15.2 12 '2 3 l 
11.4 17.5 12 2 3 0 
11.2 16.9 12 2 3 0 
9 1 20.9 10-11 4 3 0 . .
6.7 26,8 10-11 2 1 0 
~agitya scrip12sae was present in every tow in varying 
abundance. There does not appear to be any correlation as to 
the variation in numbers and the July 25 1 1960, sample cannot 
be explained. Alvarino (1962) says that [• ,sc,rip;esae is an 
indicator o£ the California Current and could thus give an 
indication as to the relative importance the California Cur-
rent is contributing to the area sampled at any particular 
time. From Table A, it will be noticed that in November and 
December, 1959, and lt"'ebruary, 1960, the number of §.. ,s.cri'QR~ 
sae in the samples was low, while the same months, the next 
year, the number of specimens captured was two to three ... fold. 
This may indicate the sampling error of a one-half meter net 
rather than an estimate of the number of animals present 
j 
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during the time of sampling. 
Sagitta maxima Conant 1896 
Plate III, Figure A 
This is one of the largest species, attaining a length 
up to 90 millimeters (Fraser, 1952), although David (1958) 
refers to a much smaller form found in the Antarctic, and 
Colman (1959) gives measurements for an Arctic form and a 
Tropic form, both from the Atlantic Ocean. The specimens 
examined in my collection (although few in number) agree 
more closely with Colman's tropical forms. However, none o£ 
the·above authors dealt with Pacific material and the few 
papers which do deal with the North Eastern Pacific do not 
mention .§.• maxima. There is one paper by Michael. ( 1911) 
in '4-lhich he mentioned e,, maxima, but he considered it synony-
mous with ~· lxra. 
The body is transparent• wldest about mid•length, taper ... 
ing slightly towards the head and tail. The head is round, 
bro~der, than long and very much like i• s,cr!t:msae, There is 
no collarette and the neck is well-marked, The anterior 
fins. begin at the middle of the central ganglion and are 
confluent with the posterior fins, There is a thin edge of 
the anterior fins which possesses·fin rays and these cover 
only part of the fin, The anterior fins are widest at ·their 
posterior part, but they are more rounded than thos~ of ~· 
scripp§~!.• The connecting area between the posterior fins 
i 
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al1d ... the anterior fins is abottt. twice as wide in SiHlitta 
tf!?-Xi,!J!. as·· in §.. §,pripnsae...t. The posterior fins are rayed, 
but only partially. The ta:i.l segment in relation to total. 
length of the animal is greater in ii• t!l§f:9.ma than in !• 
sorixms.l!!• The tail also appears to be much .flatter in ~· 
waxima than in §.. scriRJis,~e and there is no constriction at. 
the tail sep.tum. These differences make :t.t very easy to 
distinguish between the two species, even in t.he young indi· 
viduals. The ovaries may reach as far as the neck in mature 
individuals, but none or the specimens in my collection were 
this mature. as the ovaries reached only to abou.t the middle 
of the trunk. The ovari~s are slender tubes, not filling 
the body cavity, with tbe small eggs crowded together at 
random. 
'fABLE. IX 
Length 'l'a.il Hooks Teeth Stage (mm.) (% of length) Anterior Posterior 
45.'2 19.5 5 3 4 3 44.'1 20.4 5 3 5 2 41.4 21.0 5 3 5 2 40.5 20.7 5 3 5 2 36.4 20.3 g 3 4 1 31.3 22.7 3 4 1 31.1 21.2 6 4 5 1 24.1 22.4 6 3 5 0 19.6 24.0 6 3 4 0 16.9 2).7 7 2 3 0 16.5 . 24.6 8 3 3 0 16.4 24.3 7 2 4 0 11.7 27.3 g.,.9 3 3 0 
' l 
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Of the papers published concerning chaetognaths in. the 
Eastern Pacific, only Bieri (1959), Sund (1961) • and Alva .... 
rino (1962) discuss the presence of !• m,axi;ma, and these 
authors state that their samples of .§.• maxima are too few to 
draw any conclusions. This is'partially true tor my samples, 
except that I am dealing with only one station for a. period 
of time. Sund (1961) does say that ~. miximB is from deeper 
water (mesopelagic) in the tropical area from where his· 
material came. Bieri (1959) says that §.• maxima probably has 
its southern limits about the same as §.• elesans 1 which is 
about the northern limits of l• minima. However, with the 
finding o£ §.• maxima in deeper waters in the equatorial 
region, this then appears to be a distribution very similar 
to that of Eukrohnia hamata. And arctic or subarctic species 
with a J1lesopelagic distribution can maintain itself in lower 
latitudes, whereas an epipelagic form such as i• elepns can-
not .maintain itself out o£ its normal surface layer. The 
surface layer presents greater barriers for a species to 
., 
cross, while the deeper waters offer a more uniform env:i.ron-
ment, allowing a species to spread with relatively greater 
ease. 1• ma~~ma, like i• Pimata, is found in the cold upper 
waters in high latitudes; and is found in cold deep water in 
lower latitudes. 
In the present collections, ~· maxim~ occurred in just 
over half of the samples. In three cases, they occurred 
; 
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when Jl;la;t.sroh.ni.,! Jlilt,q,a!iia was absent. v1hile !• bta.m~Sja occtn•red 
twice when it• tnJV\l91! did not, occur. .f!'rom the prEtsent data• 
it is difficult to come to any conclusions about th~ occur-
rence of. this species. 
~aslt~i zetea:~:os Fowler 1905... Plate IV, li':tgure A 
~· aetestgs is a very r.obust, opa,tue• and rig;id species, 
retaining its form very well in preaervat:ive. The body iES 
widest !~bout the level o± .. the anterior £ina, tapering very 
gradually to the head a.nd tail,. The neck is not marked, but 
there is praaent a volurd.nous cellarette, extending frotn the 
het-td to about t*he middle or th$ anterior fins. In nw apeoi-
~nena, th1a character was ab()Ut the Satn4) for al.l individuals. 
~rhe <.ulterior fins begin at the po$terior end or the ventral 
ganglion. They are narrowest at the anterior end, gradually 
widen, and are widetlt at, the potlterior end. 'l.'bere 1$ a very 
narrow rayless nrea, which extends the length or the fin. 
;rhe posterior fi.ns are separated from the anterior fins by 
about a £~tm~~lion length, with about two-thirds or th~ !'iru!l ()n, 
the trunk. 11h& an1H~r1or ends or the P~'Jsterior fins ar$ nar• 
row, 'becoming· wider going poeterio:t"lY and widest at the 
l,•vel of' the tail septum and then becomi:nt& narrow. There is 
a rayl.esa zone beg1nni.ng just behind the tail septum and 
extending forward, but not to the anterior end of the fins. 
l• zeli,!U!!OJ!, does not show any $igns of~ maturity until about 
43 
25 millimeters long. Since my largest specimen was only 
24.3 millimeters long, very little can be said about the 
seminal vesicles. However, the 24.3 millimeters long indi· 
vidua.l was just beginning to form seminal vesicles and these 
were separated from the posterior fins and the caudal fin. 
There were no s peeimens with any ovary development. 
' 
TAB};!E X 
Length · '!'ail 
{mm.) (%of length) 
24.3 23t7 
20,2 23 .'It'· ,· 
14,2 26,9 •.. 
11,; 25.8 
Hooks Teeth 
Anterior Posterior 
9 
8 g 
8 
16 
15 
9 
ll 
Stage 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Since 1911, when ,Ritter-Zahony comb:tned §...asitta fiete§ios 
Fowler and !• planqtonts Steinhaus under one name, !• ;e~anc~ 
1t_oni~h there has been much contusion. In 1956, David investi• 
gated the matter and found the species to be separate, and 
identified a third species• which has only been found in the 
Antarctic regions. There have undoubtedly been many distribu• 
tion records which have combined the distribution of the two 
species under the name !• pl~notonis. David (1956) considers 
ti• glanctonis epipelagic, while !• zetes~os is mesopelagic. 
:Sie1•i (1959) states that his specimens (provisionally identi• 
fied a~ i• planc~on~s)are hathypelagic, with the main popula• 
tion below 500 meters and extending throughout the Pacific. 
Bieri's distribution suggests that the species he was working 
44 
with moy well have been Sagitta zetesioa. ~Uchael ( 1911) also 
g:i.ves the d5.stribution .for _s. planctonis as mesopela.gic, be.-
ing most abundant around' 550 meters. Although his demcrip.-
tion is that of §..• ;gla.ncjepnia,. his picture of the seminal 
vesicle does not agree lAth David t s ~icture (J.956). .Another 
point is. the measurements of the anterior .fins and,the tail 
percentage, ~s given by Michael (1911), are closer to the 
measurements or fl.• zetesios, according to David's (1956) 
desot•iption. Considering the above three points, I¥1ichael 
(1911) mal' also have been working \rl.th .§.. zetesios in part. 
This appears to be the :f'irst record of f!· zetesi.O§ from the 
North Eastern Pacific• 
Eukrohnia hamata MSbius 1875 
Plate IV; Figure B 
The identification of !• hamata Mtlbiua and l• ,;to}ITJ.er:t 
(Ritter•Za.hony) has been di.scussed by several authors 
(Michael, 1911,-19; Fraser; 1952; David, 1958; Colman, 1959) 
while Thomson (1947) feels that the two species are the same. 
The specimens of the present collection conform to the 
descriptions o.f m,. hamata. rrha.t is, there 'lrlas no eye pigment, 
the gut was not colored red, but.did have oil drops, and 
there, was no collarettearoundthe reg:i.on of the ventral 
ganglion~~ 'rhe lt:J tersll :f'ins began at the middle of. the ven~ 
tral ganglion and did not extend to the seminal vesicles. 
The lateral fins appeared rayless. with a thickened portion 
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close to the body. The body trias fi. rm and opaque, thickest 
about the middle two-thirds, tapering towards 'the head and 
tail. There was a very slight constr:tctton at the ta:l.l. sep-
tum. The lateral f1.ns were widest about the tail septum, 
taperi;ng gradually to the ventral ganglion. The tail width 
(as per cent of total body length) varied from .3·.4 per cent 
to l~r.? per cent. Young specimens in the samples had ser• 
rated ja,~s. 
(£ABLE XI 
l .. ength Tail Hooks Teeth Stage Ovary (mm.) (% of' length) (mm.) 
17.8 21.4 8 12 3 0.7 
15.7 23.6 8-9 12 3 0.7 
15 .• 0 26.7 8-9 (?) 1 ....... 
1.3 .• 5 27.~ 9 12 1 ~--11.3 24. 9 12 1 .. ...... 
11.1 25.2 10 11 1 ........ 
10.9 2i·' 10 11 1 ..... 8.9 2 .6 9 16 0 
---8,.8 24.7 9 5 0 
---8.1 25.0 9 5 0 ........ 7~6 21.1 9 5 0 
---7.5 24.0 9-10 5 0 ... _..,. 
'5,8 27.6 8 5 0 ....... 
5.6 28,3 8 (?) 0 ... _ ... 
Although not occurring in large numbers per tow, 
Eukrohn1a hamata was captured in half of' the tows. There 
does not seem to be any consistency of' occurrenc~ in the tows, 
although they were absent £rom tows above 170 meters depth, 
However, this may be just a coincidence, because they were 
also absent from some of the deeper tows. David (195Sb) 
~ 
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states that !Y..!sJ:9.bn!i harna.ltQ is epiplanktonic in cold waters, 
sinking to deeper levels in 'lo,~er latitudes. Bieri (1959) 
says ·that• they are common about 'the 500 meter level off Ba,ja 
California and then rising in what he called t'equatorial · 
emergence" to levels above .300 meter's. However, the ocou:r-
renee of li• hamata in the equatorial ret~ion dot~a ··not show a 
large· number and the· areas pictured in Fig"Ure 11 by Bieri 
(1959) show the greatest number· to be in areas of upwelli.ng. 
Lea (1955) who examined material in the far l·lorth Eastern 
Pacific, found lJl• neun§l~. to be preoent in t,hat area and her 
nw-nbera sho;1 t,hat it ia the second most abundant species in 
that area. She ·rurther El'tatea that i• bmnaJit is found tri the 
sur~ace layers as well as the deeper layers. !• ~~m~A and 
§a"~t 1'1l!. !!lMima ,are ¢onsi dered: to represent cold water· species 
in ~he samples., · 
~ukrohn!& bathyge+agig& AlYarino 1962 
· . . (No figure) 
· This recently described speoies ie represented by a 
single individual taken in the November, 1960, tow, when the 
net reached a depth of 420 meters. This specimen was identi• 
fied by nr. Angeles Alvarino who pointed out that 'the occur-
rence of ~~. batbypelagica in a relatively shallow tow is very 
unusual. The normal vertical distribution is around 1,000 · 
meters or below. 
\tery little can be said about a single individual, and 
j 
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a drawing is not given, because of' the poor condition of the 
animal~ The body is more transparent and flabbier than 
Eukrohnia hamata. The tail was broader than !• hamata and 
was 7-.3 per cent of' the total body length. 
TABLE XII 
Length Tail Hooks Teeth Stage ovarr (mm.) (% of length) (mm-
16~4 26.2 10·11 12 0.9 
The ovaries are short and fat. filling the body cavity. 
What appeared to be a seminal vesicle was not in contact with 
the caudal or la. teral fins. 
' !• bathy£elagi;c~ occurred in the same sample as Sag;:ltta 
macroce12hal.a and both are considered to be deep living forms~~ 
The capture of these two species above 500 meters is consid-
ered unusual, but this may be due to the location o£ the 
station over a submarine canyon, which may have an effect 
lJ.pon the hydrography and biological condi tiona. 
Krohnitta subtilis Grassi 188) 
Plate IV, Figure 0 
Some authors consider K• subti1is, and !• ;eacif'ica to be 
the same speeies. while others regard l• P!Cifica as a varia• 
tion of K• subt!lia. Schilp {1941) has reviewed the two spe• 
i 
cies and lists several characters by which the two species 
may be distinguished. There were very £ew specimens in the 
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collection, but all stages of maturity were present. The 
largest individual was 16.0 millimeters and was fully mature. 
$!:9hnitta pacif';\ca is a smaller species and matures at a 
much -smaller size than !i• subtilis. Owre (1960) compares 
the total length of !• subtilis and K· paci(ica with the 
maturity stages. li1rom her data. ]:. pacifica was fully mature 
in the size range 4.2 to 7.0 millimeters, while K• subti;];is 
was mature from 11.5 to 13.0 millimeters. In the preae~t 
collection; ~' subtilis did not show any signs of sexual de• 
velopment until 6.2 millimeters, and was not fully mature 
until 16.0 millimeters. 
T~ere are few eggs in the mature ovary (seven ova) and 
the ovary did not reach beyond the anterior end of the 
lateral fins. The lateral fins do not reach the seminal 
vesicles, The caudal fin reaches the seminal vesicles. 'rhe 
tail segment varies between 25.8 to 37.0 per cent of the 
total length. Schilp (1941) gives the range as thirty to 
thirty-four per cent. In the present material, it is the ,~ 
small individuals which give the greatest variability to the 
tail percentage. If the small animals are not considered• 
the tail percentages would vary from 30•9 to,35.8, which 
agrees very closely with Michael's data. The greater vari-
ability in the small specimens may be due to early develop-
ment or due to contraction after killing. 
~ 
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•r ABI1E XII I 
Length Tail Hooks Teeth Stage (mm.) (% of length) 
16.0 32.5 9 12 4 
15.2. 32.9 8-9 12 J 
14.3 32.9 8 12 3 
1J.9. .32.4 7 12 3 
13.2 34.0 g 12 3 
s.;. 30.9 7 11-12 3 8,2 25.8 7 10-ll 2 
6.7, 32.8 7 9 l 6,2 35.8 (7} (?) 2 
;.6. 28,; 7 9 0 
5.4 37.0 7 9 0 
In the Bodega Canyon samples, ~rohnitta subti~~s did not 
occur in tows in which.the maximum depth of the net did not 
reach 200 meters. From this, it is assumed that Ji• aubtilis 
is a mesopelagic form in the area sampled and is not common. 
Hida (1957) states that !• subtilis is common in the subtrop-
ical zone, but is rare in the transition zone. Bieri (1959) 
says that the northern distribution limit is somewhere 
bet\·leEm 42 to 45 N.. Thomson ( 1947) recorded K· subtili§ 
from 'lrlaters o£ 7.5 to 22,; c., but found it most numerous 
between 14.5 to 20.5 c.. From Figure .3, it can be seen 
that the 200 meter temperatul"'e is at the lower limits 
recorded capture for K• subtilis, and thus !• subtilis from 
the Bodega Canyon station would not be expected in very 
great numbers. 
DISCUSSION 
or the ohaetognaths occurring at the head of Bodega 
Canyon, there are no new species and no real variations of a 
species. The only differences in some of the species is the 
increase in total length, as compared to southern forms of 
the same species. This is not uncommon for species found in 
cold water. In a few instances, there are differences in the 
armature formula; however, the variation in armature in a 
species may vary considerably with age and geographic loca-
tion, and this writer is of the opinion that the armature is 
not a major taxonomic characteristic. Some of the species 
need more taxonomic work.- The problems of synonymy and 
identity of species will; in the future, become better real-
ized as more workers study material frotn the Eastern Pacific, 
especially the North Eastern Pacific. Relatively little 
work dealing with the ohaetognaths of the North Eastern 
Pacific and their distribution has been published• 
Of the thirteen species found in my samples, three 
species are considered tropical or subtropical in habitatt 
Sagitta. he~aJatera, ~· enfl~ta, and Krohnitta. subtilis. 
Three species, §.. decipiell!., ~· bieri~, and §.• minima are 
considered eurythermal and euryhaline in distribution• 
inhabiting areas of mixing. !• maxima and Eukropnia hamita 
are most abundant in subarctic regions and indicate a pres-
ence of cold northern water. ~· macrocephal~, §.. zetesios, 
--1 
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and Eukrohnia bathiRelagic~ are bathypelagic species. 
S~gitt~. scrips€t! is an indicator of the California Current 
(Alvar~.no, 1962). ~rhe above twelve species are primarily 
oceanic species. §,. euneritica is a neritic species which is 
distributed along the west coast of North America. 
The generality that northern waters support fewer spe-
cies but larger numbers, compared with more tropical waters, 
which support more species but fewer numbers, is to some 
extent supported by these collections of chaetognaths. Sund 
(l959a) lists nineteen species from the equatorial regions, 
while Lea (1955), using material from the Gulf of Alaska 
area, lists but four species, and Sund {l959b) lists three 
species for the Gulf of Alaska area. However, some of the 
northern findings may have to be rev:tsad, in view of recent 
descriptions of new species. 
All of the subarctic species present in my tows are from 
mesopelagic levels. The epipelagic .§.. elegans was not found 
ir1 this oollect1.on. This is unusual because the normal dis• 
tribution is given as extending to 401)N. (Bieri~1959), and 
my material came from but a few miles away, in terms of the 
' Pacific Ocean and the distri bu.tion pattern. This may indi-
cate that there is an almos·t. complete lack of subarctic 
water in this region. but the presence of ~· maxima and !· 
' hamata is possible evidence that subarctic, or northern, 
water is present, at least at lower depths. 
l 
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David (l9!H~a) says that ~qgitta. maxiil'@. has its limits 
just inside the boundary of the subtropical zone. Thus, the 
tows may be on the southern limits of 2.• maxima, but this 
does not appear to be the case, for Sund (1961) reports find• 
ing §..maxima :i.n deep water·in the equatorial region. It 
would then appear that both ~ukrohni§ hamata and i• maxima 
have very similar distributions and that subarctic water 
type is present at our station. The amount of subarctic 
water present is a. question that canno1; be answered at pres .... 
ent, due to insufficient data. However, as mentioned 
earlier, at 200 meters depth, there is thought to be a 
counter current about 000"!300 meters th:lck which is o£ south ... 
ern water. However, Thomson (1947) captured J.(;rohnitta 
subt:J.lis in water with a temperature of 7 .5() C • and this 
seems to be within the temperature range at our station. 
Thus, the capture of.[. suhtilis in the present material may 
not be unexpected, 'hut the f'ew individuals taken may indicate 
the limits of the distribution. On ·t:;he basis of these three 
Species as indicators of water t:rpes, the hydrography o£ the 
Bodega Canyon is a complicated one and sampling over a sub-
marine ·canyon may be a special case. The picture becomes 
further complicated on a yearly basis when the currents of 
the region begin to eha.nge and waters from different origihs 
are present. When this happens, there is a change in the 
species of chaetognaths and in the abundanc·e ot certain 
~ 
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apeeiea. · 8~&itta .tll.t:.l!:f#a and §.• h.e~a;ete:r.·~ occur only during 
the period of the eounter current. *fhere are two possible 
explanations for the northward occurrence. One would be that 
t.hey have traveled from Southern Oali!'ornia or Baja Califor-
nia up the coast past Point Conception and on northward. 
'rho other is that they are in \"Vater which came £rom tha 
west. Tokioka (1959) says that the commonest o£ the warm 
oceanic Pacific ehaetognaths is ,a •. ~n~lfl~i and both Toldoka 
(1959) and Hida (1957) state that 4• !1l~lata becomes less 
abundant as one moves nearer the western coast of America, 
and there is also a decrease in numbers tending northward. 
Aa §.. !!!l.:;te;ta decreases in abundance, .ki• mini.r-na and :!!.• b!eri! 
become more abundant, until ~· an£+~~! ie lost and only ~· 
bierii and S. ttlinirna persi$t. Still moving towards the 
coast, these two species give way to ~· eyneritiq~, which 
extends to the shore. · Alvarino (1961) says tha.t 1• ~ is 
most abundant a.bout 100 miles from shore and Bieri (personal 
communication) says that l• mipima. does not become abundant 
until about 40 miles from shore. There ia a clear distribu• 
t:ton of domir.tant species as one moves from oceanic to neritic 
situations. In order, f'rom ocean to $hore, they are: ,a. 
enfllt~, ~~ bteri&, ~· minima, and !• euner~t!ca. From the 
samples, it can be seen that .§.• eyl'\er1: ~i,o9: ie most abundant 
near shore;·and then further out, as§.. eune:ritica decreases 
in number, ~ minima and i• qier~i appear. ~· hier&l occur-
------------1 
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red in all the samples and Sagitta minima was present in 
most of the samples, but when the counter current is flowing 
the number of [. minima and ~· bierii increases, indicating 
that offshore water is moving towards shore, or that con• 
ditions near shore have become favorable to these two spa• 
cies and they have spread shoreward. It :ts during the coun-
ter current that ~· enflata occurs in the tows. Since !• 
·enflata must come from the longest distance (more oceanic), 
one would not expect to find it in large numbers• most of 
the individuals having been lost along the way to other 
waters. due to mixing or unfavorable conditions. This is 
what might be said to have happened to !• enflata as the 
water moves eastward or northward. If the water was of south-
ern origin, one would expect to find some species common to 
th~ water in the south to have moved northward. Berner and 
Reid (1961) show that when the counter current is in effect, 
the temperature-limited tunicate, Dol~olum denticulatum, 
moves from south of Monterey Bay, California, to just north 
of San Francisco Bay, and, as the counter current ceases, the 
d:t.stribution o:f Q9 denticulatum becomes more southerly. 
Bigelow and L@.slie (1930) recorded several cha~tognaths from 
f·1onterey Bay. One of these chaetognaths, §.. bieunotata, 
which occurs alone the Southern California coast as tar north 
as !•1onterey Bay, ~s considered a warm water species. ~· 
'1 
biBunctata did not occur :tn any of the present samples and, 
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like Sagitta elegans, the absence· of this sr~cies is unusual. 
IfDoliolum denticulatum (which has a distribution similar to 
!• ,bipqnctata) can spread northward with the counter current, 
it is reasonable to assume that ~· bipunctata may spread · · 
northward as well. · However, the la.Qk of i.• l}ipqngt§ta in 
the samples indicates either that the species cannot toler ... · 
ate the change to the north ( i£ there is a change), or· that 
the water in the Bodega Canyon area is not water of southern 
origin, but comes more from the west, ~· bipunotata does not 
inhabit water to the immediate west (Bieri, 1959) and would 
not be present in the samples if water from the west influ-
enced the water at our station. This implies that water that 
might come from southern regions never (or very seldom) comes 
as far north as our station. This does not refer to_the 
deep layer, where the hydrography is largely unknown at the 
present time. But the author thinks that both some western 
(or southern) water and some northern water is present• but 
'll'lhether these two waters are a bout run out, or exactly what 
is happening, cannot be said with certainty. According to the 
temperatures and salinities, there is more northern water than 
western (or southern) \'later in the Bodega Canyon area, which 
may be a special case. It might also be pointed out that 
there were no species of chaetognaths in the samples which 
are found only to the south, but those warm water species 
were: ·present are distributed to the west as well. 
The problems o£ determining just how efficiently the 
plankton net is .fishing are extremely numerous :and varied • 
56 
. Eaoh plankton net has a special purpose. When· sampling 
·plankton, the net which will fit, the needs and· rec1uirements 
of what is wanted to be gained £rom the plankton should be 
used. The net used in thi:s survey is not the perfect net 
(if there is such a thing), but it did sample the.ohaetog ... 
naths. However, ,just how many, and what kind of chaetognaths 
the net did not~ sample. is not known at ·the present time. 
A one meter net with a mesh aperture of about 0.50 mill:i.• 
meters might be a better net for chaetognaths, S@gitta 
minima is a small species and.appears to be important in 
determining the possible movements of the California Current, 
but with a coarse-meshed net I feel uncertain about how 
thoroughly the population was sampled on any given tow and 
some different answers may appear with a different net. 
SUMMARY 
The chaetognaths from a monthly series of plankton 
sampl~s from twenty-five miles west of Dillon Beach, Cali-
fornia, are represented by three. genera and thirteen species. 
Not all ~peoies occu~ at the same time. Three species, ~­
!tta s.g_ri;epsae, §.. euneritica., and i• bierii occurred in 
every tow, and fi• deciRi,eng occurred in every tow except one, 
l ' . • . 
and this is accounted for by the shallow depth the net 
fished •. Two of the thirteen species occurred only during 
the time of the coun~er current. These are ~· hexapt~ra and 
~· .enf'lat@• The presence of l• en.f'lata is a northern exten• 
sion of the Eastern Pacific distribution. §.. zttesios is 
recorded for the first time in the North Eastern Pacific, 
although not in great numbers; it was usually captured when 
the net fished the deeper depths. §..·~ maorocErghala and 
Eukrohnia bathypelagi.o9. are deep living forma and their pres-
ence is very unusual in the samples .from waters much above 
the expected depth. 
upwelling may occur. 
Their presence does indicate that 
' . 
!• .h€ima1fa and §.• maxig occur in the 
deeper tows, but never in great numbers. They are most often 
considered to be common in the subarctic water, which indi• 
cates the presence of some subarctic water in the area 
sampled. 
~·minima and ~ •. bierii .show a seasonal increase during 
the time of the counter current and it may be assumed that 
they are carried into the station area by an influx of 
western water. The surface counter current does not have a 
sharply defined western edge, bi1t is perhaps a bulky mass o£ 
water moving from south to north• composed of waters of 
sevet:al origins, while the Eastern North Pacific Central 
Water makes an eastern invasion into the California Current. 
The deep waters o£ Bodega Canyon are little known. but 
it is suggested that there is marked upwelling and that both 
southern and northern water is present, with more northern 
water than southern water at any one time. The station, 
located over a submarine canyon, may also present a special 
hydrographic case, 
·Because of the size and type of net used, a seasonal 
study of reproduction was not feasible. The size of the net 
has a oe:r·ta:ln efficiency for capture, but the true size of 
the populations of some of the species whose representatives 
may have slipped through the net, or ttswumn away from the net, 
is unkno'"m• 
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FIGURE I STATION AREA. Contour lines in fathoms. 
riG. 2. Wafer moun of lht Pacof<c 000-500). Ul Pacific Subordtc Wafer, (2) Wnltrn Norlh Pocof1c Crnlral W~;~lor, ~ [oJ!trn North Pacofie 
Cenir<:~l Wafer, (4) Pocific Equoloriol Wgfer, (5) Wu!ern South Pacific Ctnlrol Wafer, {6) Eo11nn South Pac,f..: Central Wafer, (7) TroMIIion Water. 
AflerB<efl(l959). 
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FIGURE 3 Temperature profile of station I 
from September 1959 to December 1960 
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